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PhotoGrav Bitmap

Processing for Laser

PhotGrav Software is an easy to use solution for editing bitmaps for lasering in a variety
of materials and applications. The following steps will get you started in utilizing the software

coupled with a description and explanation for use of the standard features.

Basic File Processing

Open your file and select the Material to be engraved.

We are assuming that PhotoGrav and the bitmap Image to be process has had basic editing already performed, 
editing steps would include;

      Laser System Set-up has occurred with Software Install, if not see this window at the top of next page

      Sizing of the Bitmap, making any re-sampling changes necessary to match the  image against the 
      job requirements. PhotoGrav also allows for re-size, but if you have other edits do this in 1 session.

      Editing of objects, whether removal of useless components or cleaning blurs and mars within the image.

      Inverting the image for Black Marble and glass applications (Photograv will also do this, but as you grow
      into more advanced editing in PhotoGrav you may find advantage of having this pre-done.)

File Open is obvious, but I will take this opportunity to suggest that you 
create a location on your hard drive more specifically somewhere close 
to the Corel User Files sub-directory which will save steps when editing
is completed and you wish to place the final image into Corel Draw.

Once your image is open, click on Select Material          to access the 
material library. For our initial example, we will select Ceramic Tile

Standard Processing can started once the file is in place, Material Selected and you are ready to go.

Simply Select Final Process and once the software has completed the editing adjustments for the image based on the 
selected Material, you are then able to review the Simulation image will be displayed on the right side of the 
workspace. 

Once satisfied, save 
the Image and place 
into the directory
created for your 
PhotoGrav Files.

In most instances 
you will have great
results.

Images do however
offer variances, in 
this case........

......See the expanded
feature control on the
following pages of
illustration

It is
Just That

Easy
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PhotoGrav allows the operator to expand from the standard processing mode and enter into the powerful editing
mode of Interactive Mode. We assume that you have set the parameters for your laser. (see section at the end for details)

Here we see the work screen with our file opened and a Split Screen Display.

Select Material opens a window to PhotoGrav created library of materials that are common in the commercial
engraving market.

Interactive Mode allows you to edit the image in a real time mode that displays controls for editing and displays
them as you edit.

As with any Image, always name and keep an original version in your back-up directory. Then open the
file for editing, once changes have been made, simply save with a new name or version number.

LASER SYSTEM Set-up (File Window/System Defaults/Laser Machine)

Machine Make - should display your model of Laser, click
on the model and the defaults will display in the various
windows.

Machine Resolution - select the most common DPI you
will use, in our case 500 is standard for most materials.
250/300 may be used for stone, glass, or other hard
polished surfaces.

Lens Spot size- 2.0” lens is standard on LP, this will call
for an approximate spot size of .004.

Machine Watts will be dictated by the wattage of your 
system.

If you feel any of the settings are not matching the specifications illustrated in our literature or conversations, please
call our offices to verify so you are getting the most from your efforts.

INTERACTIVE MODE

BITMAP EDITING - see discussion within the ISS Bitmap editing document.
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In the Interactive Mode you will see this view.  Note the series of commands across the top;

“O” indicates the view of the original File                             “G” is the Grayscale view of the Image
“E” displays the Engrave file, which will be saved                 “S” is the Simulation of the image in context with the 
                                                                                                      material type selected.

INTERACTIVE MODE - Split Screen Views

INTERACTIVE MODE - Edit Controls

Adjustment controls will display the results of your edits in real time if you set this mode by clicking on Auto Preview

This selected, you will notice that Power and Speed will display the parameter values for the material selected.
As you work with various materials from various vendors, you may want to adjust this to fit your specific needs.
If you wish to change these values, do so early on so the values will reflect the display of the simulation.

Begin the true edits by way of Enhance Edges, this will bring a stronger definition to the hard break color changes
which typically define the image. i.e. Person standing against a back ground. In my experience, I settle mostly in the
range of 8 to 14 for edge definition. Strength leans towards effects on edges, and Extent targets the effect or 
the smoothing effect surrounding individual rasters.

Notice that in this mode your mouse will offer a zoom control. I like to focus on key areas, like a face to see better
the effects of the changes I am making.  If you want to retract to the whole view, click on Size to Fit on the top
of the page.

Zoom in on the Simulated Mode so you see closer detail of the output, but also keep in play the Engraved File
as in seeing the effects of the program in the same manner the laser will helps to define what is actually occurring
from your edits.
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INTERACTIVE MODE - CREATIVE TOUCH

In using this software for multiple years, I have always felt the following tweaks to the image should be made by
following the guide of what looks good to you in the Simulation mode. So as you follow the features listed, decide
how much or how little based on what looks good to you.

Adjust Grayscale - This control effects the level of how much grayscale (in Image) is shifted toward the Black 
and White value extent. In short it acts like a contrast control balanced against the initial material setting values.

Noise Grain, adjusts the pattern of the image in terms of areas that cover areas like clothing, persons face. Think
in terms of Error diffusion and the level of intensity applied to individual rasters. Can be adjusted to smooth 
texture in a face, particularly if you are editing an image from a dated picture, or even a pre-processed picture 
from a professional photographer (be aware of copyrights on these pictures). Black Marble will benefit from the 
smoothing, where wood likes more intensity as the beam is absorbed more fully.

The best way to master PhotoGrav is to run samples. I have taken sections of an image like a zoom on a persons 
face to run smaller tests as I edit to see in a practical manner on the material.

Once you have reached the desired level of edit, then click on Final Process. This will perform the final effort to 
create an engrave file based on your edit changes.

Once completed, simply Save File to a location in your directory. Your Final File will be a TIFF format file.

PhotoGrav also allows you to save the session (File Window) which will save the actual session.

I always Export Parameters (Session Window) which will preserve the settings and adjustments you made for 
the specific finished file. This way if your customer returns for more copies, you have your best path to properly
duplicating the work for them by later importing these settings. The files are very small and worth saving as
a means for more uniform reproduction and as a time savings for any future editing when duplicating projects.

I find that once adjustments are made here, I will often times go back and tweak the other controls listed above
to software edges, strength or noise grain.
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